Brian’s back on trials.

POLITICS | As the long, contentious debate stretched into the night, the Democratic chair said he would postpone the vote until Friday.

The shooting took place during a January 2016 robbery of a prolific drug dealer and the owner of the JAM PRO recording studio in Port Angeles. The shooter, known as “Dollin’ Joe” Meyering, a musician and the owner of the JAM PRO Studio, was shot and killed by police. The shooting led to an investigation by the King County Sheriff’s Office.

A jury deliberated for 1½ days before bringing a guilty verdict to the three brothers. The brothers were 16 and 17. The Jungle, a sprawling, 150-acre Jungle — a pop-up wonderland in Seattle — was responsible for bringing the music scene to Seattle in the early 1960s. The Seattle Times reported that the venue was known for its “full-on rock and roll experience.”
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